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A B S T R A C T

Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs), a superstar of photovoltaic devices, have attracted
people’s attention owing to their adjustable energy band gap value, extremely high absorption coefficient, long
charge carrier diffusion length, and dramatically high power conversion efficiency. In recent years, researchers
have tried hard to explore new strategies in order to obtain better optical characteristics. Metal ion-doped
electron transport layer (ETL) is a convenient way to improve the optical properties of PSCs. By this method, the
conduction band and valence band position can be changed. This can lead to the carriers can effectively
transport, and the charge recombination between ETL and absorber layer be reduced. In our study, we have
enhanced the photovoltaic performance and the hysteresis behavior of the device by using various concentra-
tions of mesoscopic Ag-doped TiO2 (meso-Ag:TiO2) as the ETL. We also systematically discussed the surface
morphology, the charge carrier dynamic, the electron mobility, and the electrical conductivity for our devices.
Finally, by optimizing the parameters of PSCs and the energy band alignment between perovskite absorber layer
and ETL, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the champion device with 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL
reached as high as 17.7%.

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, the depletion of non-renewable energy re-
sources, such fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, and petroleum), has been a
great concern. Humans have also begun to develop various power
generation systems, which rely on renewable energy resources, in-
cluding wind energy, geothermal, tidal energy, and hydropower [1–4].
However, some renewable energy sources are limited by terrain and
environmental factors which make them unfavorable to harvest.
Therefore, solar energy is regarded as a promising green energy source
because it is less limited by the environment [5,6]. Among various types
of solar cells, humans have been attracted to organic-inorganic hybrid
perovskite solar cells (PSCs) due to their adjustable energy gap value,
extremely high absorption coefficient, and long charge carrier diffusion
length [7–14]. In addition, the photoelectric conversion efficiency
(PCE) of PSCs has dramatically improved from 3.8% to over 23.3% in
recent years [15–17].

For the typical PSCs, the n-i-p structure is a conventional structure
which is used to fabricate photovoltaic devices. The n-i-p structure is
FTO glass/electron transport layer (ETL)/absorber layer/hole transport

layer (HTL)/metal electrode. In order to obtain highly efficient PSCs,
many improvements have been made on each layer, especially the
charge transport in ETL being a crucial factor. For this reason, some
strategies focus on the film morphology of ETL, the interface between
ETL, and absorber layer in PSCs for improving PCE [16,18–23]. Cur-
rently, the PSCs with mesoporous structure ETL show high PCE since
large contact area at interface results in better electron transport than
the conventional planar structure [24–26]. Among various ETL mate-
rials, such as Al2O3 [27,28], ZnO [29], SnO2 [30], and TiO2 [31], TiO2

is generally used for PSCs because its chemical stability, low cost, and
high charge transportability [32].

Non-metal ion doped or metal ion-doped ETL is another strategy to
obtain excellent optical characteristics. Not only it can enhance elec-
trical conductivity, but also can increase the charge transport of PSCs.
For example, when F-doped TiO2 was applied to ETL, photo-
luminescence spectrum and electrical conductivity were significantly
enlarged. Thus, the perovskite photovoltaic device with F-doped ETL
shows a high PCE of 14.12% [33]. On the other hand, metal ion-doped
TiO2 has been widely used as ETL for PSCs, including Y-doped TiO2

nanoparticles [21], Co-doped TiO2 nanoparticles [34], Li-doped TiO2
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nanoparticles [35], and etc. Furthermore, metal ion-doped TiO2 can
also change the conduction band and valence band position. Hence, the
carriers can be effectively transported, and the charge recombination
between the ETL and absorber layer can be reduced [36,37].

Ag-doped TiO2 as ETL has been reported in traditional planar
structured PSCs [38]. The bandgap of Ag-doped TiO2 ETL will decrease
when silver doping concentration increases. By Ag-doping TiO2, the
short-circuit current density will significantly enlarge because of its
high electrical conductivity. However, the planar structured PSCs suffer
from serious J-V hysteresis, and may cause photovoltaic performance
misjudgment. For the above reasons, we synthesized mesoscopic Ag-
doped TiO2 (meso-Ag:TiO2) as ETL for PSCs. We also systematically
discussed the surface morphology, charge carrier dynamic, electron
mobility, and electrical conductivity of meso-Ag:TiO2 with various
doping concentrations. We successfully improved the efficiency of our
photovoltaic devices. Finally, we optimized the parameters of PSCs, and
the PCE of the champion device with meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL is as high as
17.7%.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Preparation of various meso-Ag:TiO2 paste

Preparation of the meso-Ag:TiO2 paste is shown in follows. In order
to prevent hydrolysis in the air, first, 25.0 g of titanium isopropoxide (Ti
(OCH(CH3)2)4,> 97%, Sigma-Aldrich) (TTIP) was added to 10.0mL of
2-propanol ((CH3)2CHOH, IPA,> 99.8%, STAREK). The silver nitrate
was dissolved in 190.0mL of 3.5M acetic acid with the various stoi-
chiometric ratio. Next, TTIP solution was added dropwise to 3.5M
acetic acid in the ice bath with vigorous stirring and we could observe
white precipitate forming instantly. The mixed solution was then al-
lowed to stand for 12 h. After 12 h, we transferred the titanium pre-
cursor solution to hotplate at 80 °C for 8 h. We could observe the tita-
nium precursor solution slowly formed white translucent peptization
due to the polymerization. Finally, the meso-Ag:TiO2 nanoparticles
(NPs) were obtained by centrifugation. The meso-Ag:TiO2 pastes were
prepared by mixing of 23.0 wt% meso-Ag:TiO2 NPs, α-terpineol
(C10H18O, 90%, Merck) and ethyl cellulose (EC, ethoxyl content 48%,
22 cps, Acros) [26].

2.2. Fabrication of the perovskite solar cells

The FTO glass (7 Ω, FrontMaterials Co. Ltd.) was cleaned by de-
tergent, acetone, and isopropanol. In order to remove residual surface
organic matter the UV-ozone treatment was used sequentially. The dense
TiO2 was prepared by spray-coating on the FTO glass with 0.05M tita-
nium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) solution ((CH3)2CHO)2Ti
(C5H7O2)2, 75wt% in ethanol, Sigma-Aldrich) at 450 °C. The meso-
Ag:TiO2 paste was coated on dense TiO2 by screen-printing and calcined
at 500 °C for 30min. The 1.7M perovskite solution consisted of lead
iodide (PbI2, 99.9985%, Alfa Aesar) and methylammonium iodide
(CH3NH3I, MAI, FrontMaterials) dissolving in γ-butyrolactone (GBL,
≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 99.9%, ECHO)
(1.0/1.0 v/v) was coated onto the meso-Ag:TiO2 film by spin-coating at
1,000 for 10 s and then 5,000 rpm 20 s. To allow sufficient extraction of
extra DMSO the perovskite absorber layer was treated with 100 μL to-
luene (anti-solvent) during the second spin-coating step at 17 s before the
end of the procedure. After anti-solvent treatment, the perovskite ab-
sorber layer was annealed at 100 °C for 10min. The 2,2′,7,7′-Tetrakis
[N,N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)amino]-9,9′-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD,
FrontMaterials) solution was spin-coated over the perovskite absorber
layer at 2500 rpm for 30 s. Finally, 120 nm of silver electrode was de-
posited on the spiro-OMeTAD by thermal evaporation with 0.09 cm2 of
shadow mask.

2.3. Characterization of materials and devices

The high-resolution synchrotron X-ray diffraction pattern with
various meso-Ag:TiO2 powders was analyzed by synchrotron X-ray
spectroscopy (λ∼ 1.0256 Å) on beamline 13A1 of the National
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC) in Hsinchu City,
Taiwan. Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy (UV–Vis) absorption to var-
ious concentrations of meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL were measured by UV–vis
spectrometer (V-730, Jasco). The film morphology of various meso-
Ag:TiO2 ETLs were acquired using field-emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM) (SU-8010, HITACHI) with accelerating voltage of
10 kV. Surface roughness measurement of various meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL
was studied by atomic force microscope (AFM) (Bruner Multimode2-U-
NSV, Bruker). Photoluminescence (PL) was measured using a con-
tinuous wave diode laser under 440 nm (PDLH-440-25, DongWoo
Optron Co.Ltd). Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectrum
was also obtained by pumping the samples with a continuous wave
diode laser (440 nm) (PDLH-440-25, DongWoo Optron Co.Ltd). Device
optical performance was tested in ambient conditions with a digital
source meter (2400, Keithley). Solar-simulated AM 1.5G was generated
by an irradiation (Newport-69920, 100mW/cm2) calibrated with a si-
licon reference cell (Bunkokeiki, BS-520BK) with KG-5 filter.

3. Results and discussion

The characteristic X-ray spectra of various meso-Ag:TiO2 obtained
by synchrotron X-ray are shown in Fig. 1(a). From synchrotron X-ray
spectra, meso-Ag:TiO2 peaks exhibit anatase phase despite the in-
creasing Ag-doped concentration. Also, we found that in low doping
concentrations (< 3.00mol%), the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) for (1 0 1) crystallographic plane of anatase TiO2 was in-
creased because of the difference between ionic radii. The ionic radius
of Ag2+ (94.0 pm) is greater than Ti4+ (60.5 pm). However, the FWHM
of higher doping concentrations (> 3.00mol%) was decreased. We
assumed that, when doping with high concentration of Ag, the Ag ions
could aggregate during the synthesis process. In the synchrotron X-ray
spectra of 5.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 in Fig. S1, we can also observe two
peaks at 2 =28.95° and 41.61°, which were attributed to (2 0 0) and
(2 2 0) planes of AgO, respectively. Furthermore, we calculated the
crystallite size for (1 0 1) plane of various meso-Ag:TiO2 by Debye-
Scherrer equation in Fig. 1(b). The crystallite size of various meso-
Ag:TiO2 decreased when doping concentration was less than 3.00mol
%. With higher doping concentration (> 3.00mol%), the crystallite
size increased as shown in Table 1 [39]. The Debye-Scherrer equation is
shown as follows:

=D K
coshkl

hkl (1)

where Dhkl is the average crystallite size, K is the dimensionless shape
factor, is the synchrotron X-ray wavelength, hkl is FWHM of (hkl)
plane and is the Bragg’s angle.

The elemental composition of 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL was
analyzed by field-emission scanning electron microscope equipped with
energy dispersive spectrometer (FE-SEM/EDS) and X-ray photoelectron
spectra (XPS). First, the elemental composition of 6 point positions on
the 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL were measured by FE-SEM/EDS (Fig.
S2). The ratios of Ag/Ag+Ti at various positions showed that the
composition of Ag element was uniformly distributed within 1.00mol%
meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL (Table S1).

Furthermore, we investigated the elemental composition of ETL
with various Ag doping concentrations by X-ray photoelectron spectra
(XPS). Table S2 showed the atomic ratios of Ag/Ag+Ti. When doping
concentrations was low (<3.00mol%), the atomic ratio of Ag/Ag+Ti
was close to theoretical values. However, when doping concentrations
became higher (> 3.00mol%), the ratio was higher than theoretical
values because of the transformation of Ag ion into Ag NPs. Fig. 2
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Fig. 1. (a) Synchrotron X-ray spectra of various concentrations of meso-Ag:TiO2 powders, and (b) the magnified spectra at 2θ ranged from 16.0 to 17.5°.

Table 1
The calculated crystallite size for (1 0 1) crystallographic plane of anatase TiO2 of various Ag-doped TiO2.

Sample name Dopant conc. (mol%) FWHM (degree) Crystallite size (nm)

Non-doped meso-TiO2 0.00 0.200 13.3
0.50mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 0.50 0.208 12.9
1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 1.00 0.209 12.8
3.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 3.00 0.208 12.9
5.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 5.00 0.180 14.9

Fig. 2. The XPS analysis of non-doped meso-TiO2 ETL and various meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL, including (a) XPS survey spectrum of 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2, (b) Ti 2p, (c) O
1s, (d) Ag 3d spectra.
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depicts the XPS spectrum of Ti 2p, O 1s, C 1s and Ag 3d with various Ag
doping concentrations. Fig. 2(a) proved the existence of Ag element in
1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL. The Ti 2p3/2 peak shifted to higher
binding energy after Ag doped into ETL (Fig. 2(b)), which indicated
that Ag had been doping in TiO2 lattice and affected the electronic

structure of Ti atoms. The peak at 367.7 eV of Ag 3d spectrum indicated
the Ag was successfully doped in 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL
(Fig. 2(d)). Fig S3 shows the chemical states of Ag in 5mol% meso-
Ag:TiO2 mainly as Ag and AgO, related with the Ag 3d5/2 XPS spectrum
at 367.68 and 368.18 eV, respectively [40].

Fig. 3. (a) UV–vis absorption spectra, and (b) Tauc plots of various meso-Ag:TiO2.

Fig. 4. The SEM top view images of various meso-Ag:TiO2. (a) 0.00mol%, (b) 0.50mol%, (c) 1.00mol%, (d) 3.00mol%, and (e) 5.00mol%.
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The effect of various meso-Ag:TiO2 on absorption spectrum
(Fig. 3(a)) was significantly red-shifted. With increasing Ag doping
concentration, the bandgap decreased from 3.86 eV to 3.75 eV because
a new energy level was generated in the bandgap as shown in Fig. 3(b).
As Ag ion being doped in TiO2, the position of the conduction band and
valence band can be changed, as a result, we speculated that the
bandgap change led to increasing electron injection from perovskite to
meso-Ag:TiO2 [38].

The surface morphology of various meso-Ag:TiO2 films were cap-
tured using FESEM as shown in Fig. 4. From the FESEM images, there is
not obviously difference in surface morphology when the doping con-
centration increased from 0.00 to 1.00mol%. However, as doping
concentration increased from 3.00 to 5.00mol%, there were more
pinholes on surface. The AFM images are shown in Fig. S4. The cor-
responding root means square (RMS) roughness analysis of meso-
Ag:TiO2 are shown in Fig. S4(f). The RMS roughness showed no sig-
nificant change when the doping concentration increased from 0.00 to
1.00mol%. As doping concentration increased from 3.00 to 5.00mol%,
the surface morphology became rougher. From SEM and AFM images,

we can suggest that when more Ag ions get doped in TiO2, it generates
more defects and increases RMS roughness.

Furthermore, we investigated the charge carrier dynamics by using
the photoluminescence (PL) and time-resolved photoluminescence
(TRPL). We measured the charge injection and recombination proper-
ties of CH3NH3PbI3 films with various meso-Ag:TiO2 ETL. As shown in
Fig. 5(a) and (b), the PL intensity decrease as the concentration of Ag
increases. 5.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 shows the lowest PL intensity. The
transient PL decay plots was measured by time-correlated single photon
counting (TCSPC). The transient PL decay plots were fitted through the
exponential decay kinetics function:

= +F(t) A exp t A exp t
1

1
2

2 (2)

where A1 and A2 are time independent coefficient of amplitude fraction,
respectively. 1 and 2 are fast decay time and slow decay time. Using the
following equation to calculate the average decay time:

= A / Aavg
i

i i
i

i
(3)

The fast decay time ( 1), slow decay time ( 2), and PL average life-
time ( avg) for CH3NH3PbI3/meso-Ag:TiO2 are list in Table 2. The
5.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 shows the shortest PL average lifetime of
23.36 ns owing to high conductivity. According to the above results, the
lower Ag doping concentration can provide charge recombination. The
PL intensity and PL average lifetime decrease when the Ag doping
concentration increases. In higher Ag doping concentration, the Ag ions
or Ag NPs may catch the electrons. Thus, the electrons may not trans-
port to FTO glass and it decreases the efficiency.

In order to study the carrier transfer condition, we investigated the

Fig. 5. (a) The steady-state PL spectra and (b) time-resolved PL decay transient spectra of CH3NH3PbI3/meso-Ag:TiO2/dense TiO2/FTO glass with different Ag doping
level.

Table 2
Summary of the characteristics of fast decay time ( 1), slow decay time ( 1), and
PL average decay time ( avg) for perovskite film/meso-Ag:TiO2 with different
concentrations.

Sample name A1 (%) τ1 (ns) A2 (%) τ2 (ns) Τavg (ns)

Non-doped meso-TiO2 26.5 15.62 73.5 57.22 43.49
0.50mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 26.7 10.29 73.3 43.91 32.90
1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 39.3 13.71 60.7 46.57 32.28
3.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 18.9 2.62 81.1 34.14 28.19
5.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 33.3 4.64 66.7 32.70 23.36

Fig. 6. (a) I-V curves of ohmic region (I∝ V) and (b) J-V2 curve of Child’s region (I∝ V2) of non-doped meso-TiO2 and various meso-Ag:TiO2 with different dopant
levels.
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electron transfer properties by space charge limited currents (SCLC)
measurement as shown in Fig S5. The SCLC measurement can be di-
vided into three regions: ohmic region (I∝V), TFL region (I∝Vn,
n > 2), and Child’s region (I∝ V2). Fig. 6(a) shows linear behavior in
ohmic region according to =I A d V( / )0 , where A, d, and 0 are sample

area, thickness, and electrical conductivity, respectively. The electrical
conductivity increased from 3.66×10−8 to 4.72×10−5mS/cm as the
Ag doping concentration increased from 0.00 to 5.00mol% (Table S3).
The charge carrier mobility (µ) was determined by Mott-Gurney law as
shown in below [41]:

Fig. 7. (a) The schematic of perovskite solar cell structure, (b) J-V curves of various Ag-doped ETL based PSCs, (c) the PCE distribution of 30 devices with non-doped
meso-TiO2 and 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 as ETL., (d) J-V curve of champion device with 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2.

Table 3
The Photovoltaic performance of PSCs with various meso-Ag:TiO2 as ETL.

Sample name Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) PCE (%)

Non-doped meso-TiO2 0.98 ± 0.02 21.2 ± 1.0 70.2 ± 3.7 14.5 ± 0.4
0.50mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 0.98 ± 0.01 21.2 ± 0.5 72.6 ± 1.2 15.0 ± 0.5
1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 1.00 ± 0.01 21.7 ± 0.8 75.4 ± 2.4 16.5 ± 0.7
3.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 0.95 ± 0.02 19.3 ± 1.2 66.7 ± 4.5 12.2 ± 0.6
5.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 0.75 ± 0.07 13.3 ± 0.3 66.5 ± 1.8 6.6 ± 0.6

Fig. 8. The (a) Jsc and (b) Voc influence of light intensity for PSCs without and with 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2.
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=J µ V
d

9
8 0

2

3 (4)

where is dielectric constant of TiO2 and 0 is the permittivity of free
space. Then, we calculated the µ of various Ag doping concentration as
shown in Fig. 6(b) and Table S3. We found that 1.00mol% meso-
Ag:TiO2 showed the highest charge carrier mobility. Hence, the carrier
was able to migrate more efficiently when the solar cells were excited
by the light. Thus, we successfully improved the characteristics of the
device photovoltaic performance by doping 1.00mol% Ag into TiO2. In
contrast, the carrier mobility decreased for high doping concentration
(> 3.00mol%). We speculated that the Ag ions or Ag NPs limited the
electron transport capability.

The overall structure of PSCs is FTO glass/dense TiO2/meso-
Ag:TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3/spiro-OMeTAD/Ag as shown in Fig. 7(a). The J-
V curves of PSCs based on various meso-Ag:TiO2 is exhibited in
Fig. 7(b). We summarized the photovoltaic performance of PSCs with
various Ag doping concentrations as ETLs, which are listed in Table 3.

The photovoltaic performance showed significant enhancements attri-
buting to higher charge carrier mobility with 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2

as ETL. Also, we have studied the correlation between PCE and ETL
thickness in Fig S6 and Table S4. The PSCs with the 1.00mol% meso-
Ag:TiO2 ETL of 140 nm showed the highest performance in this study.
In order to make sure the accuracy of our measurements, we compiled
statistics for PCE distribution of 30 devices of each non-doped meso-
TiO2 and 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 as ETL in Fig. 7(c). The average PCE
of the PSCs with 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 as ETL was enhanced to
16.5%, the FF showed significant improvement from 70.2% to 75.4%,
and the Jsc also increased as high as 21.7mA/cm2. Finally, we opti-
mized the parameters of PSCs, the PCE of champion device with meso-
Ag:TiO2 ETL was as high as 17.7% (Fig. 7(d)).

Moreover, we investigated the light intensity-dependent J-V char-
acteristics in order to understand the charge recombination mechanism
of perovskite device with different meso-Ag:TiO2 layer. The relation-
ship between Jsc and light intensity shows linear behavior in Fig. 8(a).
The relationship of Voc and light intensity according to the function are

Fig. 9. The J-V curves of PSCs measured in reverse scan and forward scan. (a) Non-doped meso-TiO2, and (b) 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2.

Fig. 10. UPS spectra of (a, b) non-doped meso-TiO2 and (c, d) 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2. (e) Schematic diagram of energy level for non-doped meso-TiO2 and
1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2.
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shown in below [42]:

= +V V nk T
q

P
P

lnoc s
B

s (5)

where Voc is the open-voltage of various light intensities, Vs is the open-
voltage at 100mW/cm2, P is the intensity of different lights, Ps is the
standard light intensity (100mW/cm2), n is an ideal factor, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature (298.15 K), and q is the
elementary charge. The semi-log plots of Voc and light intensity are
shown in Fig. 8(b). The n value of two devices is 1.58 and 2.01, re-
spectively. When the n approach to 2 means trap-assisted recombina-
tion, the recombination mechanism in PSC devices is dominated. Based
on this result, we can suggest that the reduction of trap-assisted re-
combination for 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2.

The hysteresis behavior often occurs in n-i-p structured PSCs which
is dependent on the conductivity, and mobility. In our study, we sug-
gested that doping Ag ions into TiO2 can effectively improve the mo-
bility and eliminate the trap density (Fig. 9(a) and (b)). The hysteresis
index (HI) can be quantified by the following equation [43]:

= J V J V
J V

HI (0.8 ) (0.8 )
(0.8 )

RS oc FS oc

RS oc (6)

where J V(0.8 )RS oc and J V(0.8 )FS oc represent photocurrent density at 80%
of Voc for the reverse scan and forward scan, respectively.

The HI value of 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 device is 0.067, which is
smaller than 0.311 of non-doped meso-TiO2 device. Consequently, we
can confirm the PSCs with 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 not only have
excellent photovoltaic performance but also have relatively small hys-
teresis effect.

As we mentioned before, the Ag ion doped in TiO2 can change the
position of the conduction band and valence band. This can be in-
vestigated by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) (Fig. 10).
The energy level diagram (Fig. 10(e)) of non-doped meso-TiO2 and
1.00% meso-Ag:TiO2 is calculated by the UPS analysis and UV–Vis
analysis. The valence band maximums of non-doped meso-TiO2 and
1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 are −2.67 and −2.33 eV, respectively. The
conduction band minimums are −6.53 and −6.16 eV, respectively.
The results indicate that Ag ion doped into TiO2 could change the VB
and CB position. Hence, the excellent band alignment can enhance the
band structure of TiO2 and further improves the charge carrier effi-
ciency.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we successfully used sol-gel and hydrothermal method
to synthesize the various meso-Ag:TiO2 NPs. The various meso-Ag:TiO2

ETL fabricated by screen-printing process successfully showed im-
provement of the optical properties. At the 1.00mol% concentration of
Ag, it showed the highest charge carrier mobility. This allows the car-
rier be migrated more efficiently when the solar cells are excited by
light. The average PCE of the PSCs with 1.00mol% meso-Ag:TiO2 as
ETL was enhanced to 16.5%, the FF showed significant improvement
from 70.2% to 75.4%, and the Jsc also increased as high as 21.7 mA/
cm2. Furthermore, the hysteresis behavior of our devices was smaller
than the devices without Ag ion doped in ETL. Finally, we optimized
the parameters of PSCs, and the PCE of champion device with meso-
Ag:TiO2 ETL reached as high as 17.7%.
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